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Abstract. Relevant techniques for temporal characterization of laser-driven electron bunches as well as accelerating 
plasma waves are discussed. Emphasis is placed on a combination of two state-of-the-art approaches providing unique 
temporal information about laser plasma acceleration process and on its applicability to conventional lasers.  
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INTRODUCTION

In the last decade laser wakefield acceleration (LWFA) [1], a laser-driven electron acceleration scheme in low 
density (< 1020 cm-3) plasmas, supporting extremely large (>100GV/m) accelerating gradients and few-femtosecond 
electron bunch durations generated high-quality electron beams [2-6] with significantly different properties than 
conventional radio-frequency accelerators. This fact necessitates the modification of conventional characterization 
techniques or even the development of completely new methods to routinely measure the unique electron properties. 
Probably, the biggest change in LWFA compared to conventional approaches is the electron accelerating structure 
itself, which is an electron plasma wave. The distinguished properties of the electrons originate from this plasma 
wave, whose characterization is a real challenge due to its few-(10)-micrometer size and local speed of light 
propagation velocity. One of the most fundamental questions from theoretical, numerical as well as experimental 
point of view is the temporal evolution of the laser plasma wave and the electron bunch during the acceleration 
process as indicated in Fig.1. 

FIGURE 1.  However evolution and temporal structure of the plasma wave and electron bunch is calculated routinely by 
analytical models [left] as well as numerical simulations [middle], they have defied accurate experimental determination [right]. 
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Various theoretical [for example 7 and references therein] and numerical [8-10] works concentrated on this temporal 
feature, but experimentally it has so far defied accurate determination. In the next chapter the former works about 
plasma wave characterization and electron beam duration measurements will be summarized. Afterwards our novel 
method for direct temporal observation of laser wakefield acceleration will be presented with some possible future 
applications. 

A SHORT OVERVIEW OF RELEVANT EXPERIMENTAL TECHNICS 

Observation of Plasma Waves 

Some important information about the plasma waves were determined already in the first laser plasma 
acceleration experiments [11, 12]. This observation was based on Raman forward scattering (RFS), which is a 
parametric instability involving the decay of a laser photon into a plasmon and a red-shifted photon (Stokes mode) 
or decay of a laser photon and a plasmon into a blue-shifted (anti-Stokes mode). Correspondingly, the transmitted 
laser spectrum possesess peaks shifted by the plasma frequency, which mainly depends on the electron plasma 
density. This way an averaged electron plasma density and plasma wavelength can be obtained. The plasma wave 
amplitude can be estimated from the amplitude of the RFS side peaks, which helps even to estimate the accelerating 
electric field of the wave. An important prerequisite of RFS is a long laser driver, which significantly exceeds the 
plasma wavelength. This was easily satisfied at the beginning, but nowadays the very popular commercial lasers 
deliver pulses which are comparable or shorter than the plasma wavelegth, which strongly supresses RFS and makes 
its detection spectrally more difficult. 

A recent investigation utilizes the thin sheath of the plasma bubble, which forms an electro-optic shock and 
generates conically emitted second harmonic radiation [13]. The spatio-spectral analysis of this second harmonic 
radiation can be used as a simple diagnostic tool that provides information about the number of periods of the 
plasma wave. A correlation between the creation of multiple period plasma wave due to self-modulation of the laser 
and the trapping and acceleration of electrons has been estabilished. 

Frequency-domain interferometry [14, 15] applies a femtosecond probe pulse pair one before and one after a 
main beam driving the plasma wave. The measurement of the phase difference between the two probe pulses 
originating from the generated plasma density oscillation / index of refraction delivers the local electron density at 
only a single time delay behind the driving pulse. The wake structure is determined by a long multi-shot 
measurement averaging over shot-to-shot variations of the laser-generated plasma structure, and do not provide 
rapid and accurate feedback for optimizing experimental parameters or observe correlations between the electrons 
and the accelerator properties. Frequency-domain holography [16, 17] overcomes these limitations by utilizing 
elongated chirped probe pulses and sweeping a large delay range in a single shot. Small-amplitude wakes with flat 
wavefronts, strongly driven wake with curved wavefronts as well as highly nonlinear wakes in plasmas have been 
visualized. These probe pulses are propagating parallel with the driver pulse and the effect of plasma wave is 
integrated over the whole propagation distance. Therefore this technique does not allow temporally resolved 
observations and reliable study of the time evolution of the plasma wave. Future developments of this technique 
toward frequency-domain tomography hold out a hope to resolve these shortcomings. 

Temporal Characterization of Electron Bunches 

Formerly the temporal characterization of electron bunches was realized in an indirect way linked to coherent 
transition radiation (CTR) [18] emitted when the electrons traversing a medium with a dielectric discontinuity. 
Experimentally CTR by laser-driven electrons from the plasma-vacuum boundary (sometimes in a separate thin 
metal foil) in the THz spectral range has been observed and studied [19]. As this coherent radiation strongly depends 
on the generating electron bunch properties under certain conditions it provides a mean to determine the electron 
bunch duration. The THz waveform has been measured using an electro optic (EO) sampling technique, which 
involves polarization rotation of a short probe in the presence of the THz field in an EO crystal, to derive temporal 
properties of the LWFA electron beam in a multi-shot manner [20]. To account for the shot-to-shot variations of the 
electron beam properties various single shot version have been developed [21, 22]. The spectral encoding geometry 
[22, 23] modulates the spectrum of a chirped probe pulse with some limitations on the temporal resolution. It 
delivers the THz electric field in a single spectral measurement, which can be fitted by assuming a generating 
electron bunch temporal structure. Some enhancements to this technique [23] might further improve the temporal 
resolution to reach the probe pulse duration. The noncollinear cross-correlation or temporal decoding geometry [24, 
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25] offers a simple way to single shot and high temporal resolution characterization. All kind of CTR generated THz
radiation based electron bunch duration measurements are limited to 30-100 fs temporal resolution due to the 
wavelength range. Simple considerations and simulations indicate that acclerated quasi-monoenergetic electron 
bunches are shorter than the resolution of these previous approaches, which triggered further development. Another 
CTR based method utilized the spectrum of the radiation [26, 27]. The coherent nature of this radiation requires that 
the electrons in a bunch emit in phase, which needs a shorter bunch duration than the radiation wavelength. 
Correspondingly, below a given CTR wavelength value, approximately (2!!) the electron bunch length, the signal 
becomes incoherent and the spectral amplitude decreases by many orders of magnitude. Therefore careful CTR 
spectral measurements delivering this spectral jump and also the bunch duration. Laser-generated electron bunch 
durations from few-100 fs down to few-fs have been obtained applying this technique [26, 27]. This simple and 
robust approach provides the duration in an indirect measurement after the acceleration region. In the following an 
even more general and direct way is discussed to determine the bunch duration during acceleration.  

REAL-TIME OBSERVATION OF LASER-DRIVEN ELECTRON ACCELERATION 

Here we present the first real-time observation of the accelerated electron pulse and the accelerating plasma wave 
[28, 29]. Snapshots of the magnetic field generated by the accelerated electron bunch and simultaneously of the 
plasma wave are obtained by the combination of two techniques: time-resolved polarimetry [30, 31] and plasma 
shadowgraphy [32]. The novelty in our experimental investigation is the few-cycle duration of our laser pulses, 
which is even shorter than half of the plasma period in combination with a high spatial resolution, allows temporal 
structure of the electron bunch duration with an unprecedented resolution and observe at the same time the plasma 
wave dynamics during injection and acceleration of electrons in the wake of the laser pulse. 

Experimental Polarimetry and Shadowgraphy Setup 

The experiments were performed with the Light Wave Sythesizer 20 (LWS-20) producing 8-fs pulses with peak 
powers up to 16 TW at a carrier wavelength of 800 nm [33]. In the current study, LWS-20 delivered 8.5 fs (FWHM)  

FIGURE 2.  Experimental setup for the temporal investigation of laser wakefield acceleration. Polarimetry and shadowgraphy 
are implemented using the same probe beam. Electrons are accelerated by the drive laser beam (red arrow) out of a supersonic 
gas jet with a flattop density profile from a de Laval nozzle with 300 µm exit diameter (blue). The probe beam (black arrows) 
propagates perpendicularly to the main beam through the plasma. In the vicinity of the electron bunch the polarization is locally 
rotated as a result of the Faraday effect. The interaction region with the plasma wave is imaged to two CCD cameras. In front of 
the cameras are two Glan-laser polarizers with high extinction ratios, which are rotated (blue arrows) away from extinction of the 
probe beam in opposite directions by ±7°. The shadowgrams are recorded simultaneously with both cameras. 
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pulses with 65 mJ energy on target. The ultra-short laser pulses were focused onto a supersonic He gas jet (Fig. 2) 
with an f/6 off-axis parabola to a spot size of 7.2 µm FWHM and a peak intensity of Ipeak = 6!1018 W/cm2 (a0 = 
1.67) to accelerate electron bunches via self-injection in the bubble / blow-out regime as described in [34]. The 
electron bunches exhibited a quasi-monoenergetic spectrum of Epeak "#$%&'(#)#*'+,#-./0#12#.2.345#673.18#9:#;<#"#
(2.3 ± 1.9) MeV (FWHM), a divergence of (10.9 ± 3.5) mrad (FWHM) and carried a charge of Q = (2.3 ± 1.8) pC 
measured with carefully calibrated devices [35, 36]. A 2-mJ probe pulse was split from the beam through a hole in 
one of the plain mirrors before focusing and directed onto the gas jet perpendicularly to the main beam (Fig. 2). 

Sub-10-fs polarimetry is based on the probe pulse undergoing polarization rotation due to the Faraday effect 
caused by the component of the azimuthal magnetic field, generated by the trapped relativistic electron bunch, 
parallel to the k-vector of the probe. Comprehensive numerical simulations [37] indicated that both the electron 
density of the bunch and the magnetic field caused by the moving electrons have the same duration and further 
magnetic fields inside the bubble, generated by the displacement current, are by a factor of 7 smaller and have a 
negligible effect on the longitudinal extension of the region with rotated polarization [28]. The location, duration 
and charge of the electron bunch can be inferred from the measurement of the rotation angle in the transverse (y,z) 
plane because of the uniquely short probe pulse used. The rays of the probe beam passing the electron bunch above 
or below the laser axis are rotated in opposite directions. For a sensitive, low-background measurement of rotation 
angle, this region was imaged onto two CCD cameras by using a non-polarizing beam splitter behind the imaging 
lenses (Fig. 2). Polarizers in front of the CCDs were rotated away from extinction of the original probe beam 
polarization in opposite directions by (7.0±0.3)°, slightly greater than the expected rotation angles. Thus, the 
intensity in the images is modulated and regions with positive or negative polarization rotation seem brighter on one 
camera than on the other. The rotation angle can be deduced by inversion of the intensity ratio of the two images 
[28]. A result from an inversion is shown in Fig. 3 left panel. 

FIGURE 3. [left] Visualization of the electron bunch. Polarization rotation angle of the probe beam due to the Faraday effect. 
Insets: Transverse and longitudinal lineout of the rotation angle. [right] Plasma wavelength/period versus electron density. Error 
bars are one standard deviation combined with scaling uncertainty. Each point is an average of 4–7 shots. The red line shows the 
theoretical non-relativistic plasma period. 

Sub-10-fs shadowgraphy provides insight into the structure of the plasma wave accelerating the electrons by 
density-dependent deflection of the probe beam. The rays of the probe beam are deflected as they traverse the 
plasma wave, depending on the electron density gradient. This leads to an intensity modulation of the probe beam in 
the plane at the centre of the plasma wave with the same periodicity. Imaging this plane using a camera with a high 
resolution and thus small depth of focus in turn shows the modulation as a shadowgram of the plasma wave on the 
camera. The modulation is not averaged out, because the probe pulse duration is shorter than half the plasma period, 
the spatial resolution is much higher than the plasma wavelength and the depth of focus is small compared with the 
transverse size of the plasma wave. The modulation depth is proportional to the amplitude of the nonlinear plasma 
wave. Although, the measured oscillations are smoothed owing to limited resolution and do not reflect the strong 
nonlinearity of the real plasma wave, they still reflect its original period and position. To obtain firm evidence for 
the origin of the observed oscillations, we measured their period as a function of electron density while all other 
experimental parameters were kept constant (Fig. 3 right panel). The period of the plasma wave -in the non-
relativistic limit- is plotted as red line in Fig. 3. The good agreement of the time-resolved plasma oscillation period 

Measurement
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with the theory corroborates that the oscillations originate from the plasma wave and reveal that the period is not 
significantly elongated by relativistic effects under our experimental conditions, which is supported by simulations 
also. Although, the unparalleled spatio-temporal resolution of our probing makes plasma dynamics and accelerated 
electron bunching directly observable for the first time, this resolution still has to be further improved to unravel 
details of these dynamics such as non-sinusoidal plasma oscillations. 

Results 

The electron pulse duration can be directly inferred from the polarization rotation signal (Fig. 3 left panel). 
Averaging over 85 shots, the rotation signal seems to have a longitudinal extent of (3.8±0.2) µm (FWHM), which is 
the convolution of the bunch length with the probe pulse duration, the transverse size of the azimuthal magnetic field 
(that is the transit time of the probe beam through the electron bunch) and the resolution of imaging. A careful 
deconvolution of the longitudinal extent yields a mean FWHM electron bunch duration of  "bunch = 5.8 +1.9 -2.1 fs 
(2.5 +0.8 -0.9 fs root mean square), which is in excellent agreement with the simulated value [28]. The simulation 
shows that contributions to the region of rotated polarization from the electrons constituting the plasma wave at the 
bubble vertex cannot be neglected. Consequently, the actual bunch duration is expected to be even shorter than the 
result of our above analysis. 

A raw image of camera 1 (see Fig. 2) combined with the polarization rotation signal symbolizing the visualized 
laser wakefield acceleration is plotted in Fig. 4. The plasma wave trailing the laser pulse and the electron bunch -
observed by shadowgraphy- is visible to the left of the region with rotated polarization. 

FIGURE 4. Combined rotation angle with background subtracted raw image showing the plasma wave and the rotated 
polarization by the accelerated electron bunch propagating to the right at an electron density after fully ionizing the He gas of 
3.2!1019 cm3. 

Lineouts from raw images of camera 1 (see Fig. 2) combined with the polarization rotation signal at various time 
delay values between the main laser pulse and probe beam are plotted in Fig. 5. This allows snapshots at various 
stages of the acceleration and thus tracking the evolution of the electron bunch and the plasma wave. The plasma 
wave trailing the laser pulse and the electron bunch -visualized by shadowgraphy- is visible to the left of the region 
with rotated polarization. The first polarization rotation signals are detected after a propagation distance of the laser 
pulse of 190 µm, which is approximately 2/3 of the gas jet.  

The bunch duration (4.5-7.5 fs) and peak rotation angle (2.5-4.5°) are constant during acceleration within the 
error bars, and the duration shows an upper limit of 7-8 fs (FWHM). This implies that the total injected charge 
remains constant in the last third of the gas jet.  

The vanishing of the rotation angle for before 190 µm longitudinal position in the jet and its reaching a 
maximum at about 220 µm, in combination with a nearly constant bunch length, indicates that injection is confined 
to a propagation length of about 30 µm close to 200 µm downstream from the entrance of the plasma channel. Over 
approximately the same longitudinal range, the accelerating plasma wave exhibits a decrease in total length as well 
as in its amplitude that is proportional to the modulation depth of the probe intensity variations. This reduction in the 
plasma wave amplitude is caused by the injected and accelerated electrons. These electrons do not contribute to the 
longitudinal electric field but gain energy from the plasma wave and damp it. Both observations are consistent and 
indicate that our approach provides real-time access to the electron injection and trapping process of a laser-driven 
plasma accelerator. As no polarization rotation signal is observed before 190 µm, where the plasma wave amplitude 
is larger, the contribution to the magnetic field of the displacement current is indeed negligible for the measurement, 
as also indicated by the simulation. 
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FIGURE 5. Electron acceleration movie. Representative lineouts along the laser propagation axis of the intensity modulation due 
to probe beam refraction at the plasma wave (black line) and position and duration of the deconvolved electron pulse duration 
(red line) for different delay steps. The background plasma density is 3.2!1019 cm-3. The plasma wave is detected in all shots at a 
particular delay, however the modulation visibility and apparent length fluctuate from shot to shot. Shots where both the plasma 
wave and the electron bunch are clearly visible were selected for these lineouts. The given pulse durations for each shot are not 
representative of the average pulse duration at this position. Uppermost lineout: Shows the plasma wave at 183 µm, where no 
polarization rotation due to an injected electron bunch is detected. 

Here, we summarize the hidden details and dynamics learned about the acceleration by the real-time observation of 
electron bunch and plasma wave: 

# Electron bunch sits in the first oscillation of the plasma wave

# Only one electron bunch visible (a second might have less than 10% of its charge)

# Many (10-20) plasma oscillations are visible indicating no strong beamloading

# Injection point at about 200 µm over 30 µm length (from appearance of Faraday signal)

# 200 µm position marks the loading of electrons into the plasma wave and start of acceleration (energy flow
from wake to electron bunch)

# Simultaneous decrease of the number of visible plasma oscillations and the amplitude of the plasma wave

# No later injection of electrons beyond 200 µm (from constant rotation angle and bunch duration)
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These diagnostics are applicable to other experiments even with high density gradients. The observation of the 
plasma wave was applied to shock fronts, which were used to generate stable electron injection into wakefields [38]. 
Fig. 6 shows a raw image of a shockfront experiment, where the plasma wave is visible before and after the shock. 
In this run, a ratio of 1.30 is measured for the plasma period, corresponding to a density step of 1.69. The density 
ratio only depends on the shock angle and the Mach number of the supersonic nozzle, which can be estimated and it 
is in good agreement with the simulated value for this nozzle [38, 39]. 

FIGURE 6.  Shadowgraphy image of the shock-front acceleration with LWS-20 [38]. The ionization front is indicated by the 
dashed line on the right side. The laser pulse and the accelerated electrons are about 60 µm (200 fs) behind the ionization front as 
expected from contrast measurements. The shock front is a straight line dividing the image into two regions with a sudden 
downward density jump. The plasma wave is visible on both sides of the shock front. The density jump (1.7) calculated from the 
change in plasma wavelength corresponds to the expected value from simulations of the jet [39]. 

SUMMARY 

In conclusion, a short overview was presented about the relevant techniques to temporally characterize the 
plasma waves and the electron bunches. The most distinguished study is the real-time observation of the magnetic 
field of a laser accelerated electron bunch with unprecedented spatial and temporal (few-fs) resolution and the 
accelerator plasma wave at the same time by the combination of polarimetry and plasma shadowgraphy. Therefore, 
the first direct observation of the acceleration process is obtained with the temporal structure of the accelerated 
electron pulse encoded in the signal. The position of a single electron pulse inside of the plasma wave was 
determined to be in the first oscillation behind the driving laser pulse. An electron bunch duration of 5.8 fs FWHM 
was inferred from these results, confirming the expected ultra-short-duration. Application of these techniques to 
shock-front injection and to longer pulse acceleration experiments was also discussed. 

OUTLOOK TOWARDS LONGER LASER PULSES 

The described combination of diagnostics provides a unique insight into the acceleration process. Various 
acceleration experiments could profit from these previously hidden information to improve the acceleration or to 
increase the electron beam quality. The drawback of the technique is its high demand regarding the few femtosecond 
laser pulse duration. Presently LWS-20 [33] is the only one light source that delivers these pulses with suitable 
energy. However, conventional lasers used for laser-driven electron acceleration support only >25 fs and 
correspondingly not short enough duration to investigate the acceleration process, there are ways to overcome this 
limitation. As only the probe pulse duration should reach the few femtosecond value a simple way is to split off a 
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few (10) mJ portion from a conventional Ti:Sa laser and use it to generate the required probe pulse. There are two 
different techniques capable of generating these mJ scale few-femtosecond probe pulses. First, the application of a 
hollow-core fiber [40, 41] to utilize the self-phase modulation in noble gases can produce 5-10 fs duration from 20-
30 fs input pulses. This is a widespread technique to generate sub-mJ and 4-8 fs pulses. Second, the optical 
parametric amplification [42-44] is a robust, but more complex approach to amplify a sufficiently broad bandwidth. 
The original laser pulse serves as a source of a broadband seed via for example white light generation in solids as 
well as a pump to amplify the seed to mJ energy level. The non-perfect beam profile, low repetition rate and modest 
pointing stability of high intensity lasers might make it challenging to utilize these techniques, but it is still a feasible 
and rewarding development. 
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